The speed of RNA transcription and metabolite binding kinetics operate an FMN riboswitch.
Riboswitches are genetic control elements that usually reside in untranslated regions of messenger RNAs. These folded RNAs directly bind metabolites and undergo allosteric changes that modulate gene expression. A flavin mononucleotide (FMN)-dependent riboswitch from the ribDEAHT operon of Bacillus subtilis uses a transcription termination mechanism wherein formation of an RNA-FMN complex causes formation of an intrinsic terminator stem. We assessed the importance of RNA transcription speed and the kinetics of FMN binding to the nascent mRNA for riboswitch function. The riboswitch does not attain thermodynamic equilibrium with FMN before RNA polymerase needs to make a choice between continued transcription and transcription termination. Therefore, this riboswitch is kinetically driven, and functions more like a "molecular fuse." This reliance on the kinetics of ligand association and RNA polymerization speed might be common for riboswitches that utilize transcription termination mechanisms.